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Key events in developed markets next
week
Manufacturing and services data dominate next week, giving us an
insight into how businesses are coping with trade concerns and
weakening economic…

Source: Shutterstock

US: Weather takes its toll?
We get a raft of key September data next week, but there is a lot of uncertainty over the numbers
given the potential for distortions related to hurricane Florence. Economic activity will undoubtedly
have been impacted in the US East Coast region given evacuations and subsequent disruption, but
the extent of the impact is also dependent on when the data was collected, adding to the level of
uncertainty. 

As such, we feel it makes sense to prepare for soft figures, but to “look through” them, given the
underlying strength of the US economy. Indeed, any weakness is likely to be followed by a sharp
rebound – similar to what we saw in jobs data, retail sales and industrial activity following
Hurricanes Irma and Harvey last year.

The key data will be the jobs data, and the ISM reports. Wages will be in focus with another strong
month-on-month rise likely. We probably won’t get a break above 3% year-on-year growth this
month, but we certainly expect it next month. Meanwhile, the ISM reports should continue to
indicate that business activity remains very robust. We will also hear from several Federal Reserve
officials. They may provide more colour on why the Fed is looking for four more rate rises over the
next twelve months and evaluating the risks to their predictions.
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UK: Focus on PMIs as no deal risks increase
While we may see a slight improvement in the UK manufacturing PMI next week, it’s clear firms are
beginning to struggle from the weaker momentum in Europe, while concerns surrounding trade
may be starting to bite at the margin. The service sector appears to be in slightly better shape, but
as the day-to-day realities of what ‘no deal’ might involve become more evident to consumers and
businesses, we think there’s a risk activity begins to slow as we head into the winter. For that
reason, we don’t expect any further Bank of England tightening before the UK leaves the EU next
year.

Germany: Will trade tensions impact industrial data?
Germany will celebrate reunification day on Wednesday, which should bring a relatively quiet
week, with many people taking half a week off. On Friday, industrial orders data will provide more
evidence of any possible impact from ongoing trade tensions on German industry.

Sweden: PMIs in focus as political stalemate continues
PMI surveys for September in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark provide an early read on economic
momentum going into autumn. We expect another soft figure in Sweden; 51 – just slightly above
the 50 level that indicates growth. In Norway, the survey should return to trend around 55 –
suggesting a solid expansion, after a couple of erratic readings over the summer.

Meanwhile, negotiations on forming a new government in Sweden will kick off, as Parliament’s
speaker will decide whether to give the first chance to form a government. The situation remains
muddled, and we expect a compromise could take weeks, or even months, to hammer out.

Canada: Job market still shows signs of slack
With the Canadian jobs report somewhat disappointing in August, we hope to see a minor pick up
in September given that business confidence is holding up - despite Nafta insecurities. Nonetheless,
August wage growth (2.9% YoY) was the third month we’ve seen a slowdown; an indication that
there is still slack in the jobs market.

Developed Markets Economic Calendar
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Click here to download a printer-friendly version of this table

https://think.ing.com/uploads/reports/2709DMCal.pdf
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Asia week ahead: Calm after the storm
After a hectic week, the Golden Week holiday in China should bring
some calm to markets. The key question for next week is whether the
Indian central bank…

Source: Shutterstock

A holiday-shortened week
Asian market liquidity is expected to be thin, as Chinese markets are closed for a holiday during 1-7
October, and Hong Kong, Korea, and India are also out on public holiday on other days of the week.
Nevertheless, it's quite a busy economic calendar dominated by manufacturing, trade, and
inflation releases and the central bank meeting in India.

The weekend release of China’s purchasing managers index, followed by PMI releases for other
Asian economies on Monday will set the tone for the markets. The key focal point in PMIs will be
the new export order components and we'll be keeping an eye out for what that says about the
trade war impact. However, this is still a soft indicator.
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What’s happening to Asian exports?
The hard data on Korea’s export performance in September will be hitting the newswires early on
Monday morning, and that will be worth watching as a leading indicator for the rest of Asian
exports.

The base effect is kicking in. Korean export growth peaked at 35% year-on-year in September
2017. But apart from the high base effect, our estimate of over 5% YoY export decline this
September reflects a slack towards the end of the month due to the mid-Autumn festival holiday.
But a 22% YoY surge in exports in the first 20 days of the month, partly on the back of front-
loading of shipment is still a strong performance, that reinforces no big hit to regional exports from
the trade war yet.

The recent signing of the US-Korea Free Trade Agreement bodes well for the export outlook.

Inflation not an issue in Asia, barring Philippines
Of several September inflation releases, Philippines’ data will be the highlight. The supply
disruptions due to the worst typhoon in recent years will have undoubtedly bumped up inflation
higher from August’s 6.4% rate. Our forecast for September is 6.9%, and we feel it is now close to
peaking.

The Philippines central bank (BSP) raised the policy rate by another 50bp to 4.50% this week, taking
the cumulative hike since May to 150bp. However, this still leaves a negative real interest rate as a
pull on the currency. We don’t think the BSP tightening cycle is over just yet and the Bank is likely
to remain vigilant of the impact of a weak peso on inflation in the future. We expect one more
25bp rate hike before the end of the year.

Indonesia, Taiwan, and Thailand are other countries to report September inflation, but we expect
nothing exciting here.   

Will India’s Reserve Bank hike by more than 25bp?
The Reserve Bank of India unveils its monetary policy decision next Friday (5 October). 

Speculation is rife about the RBI joining ranks with its Indonesian and Philippines counterparts in
aggressive tightening to curb currency weakness, but we're far from convinced. Although the RBI
needs more tightening, it’s likely to argue that inflation, the main policy target, has been well-
behaved, currently under the 4% (+/-2%) medium-term target.

We continue to forecast one more 25bp RBI rate hike this year at
the December meeting, and two hikes in 2019

Not only inflation, but ongoing troubles in India’s financial sector from a serial default by a non-
bank finance company on its debt obligations and resultant liquidity squeeze are other limitations
on the RBI in going for more than the conventional 25bp hike. Also, the government has started
taking measures to rein in the rupee's weakness - which although have so far proved to be
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inadequate, reduce the onus on the RBI to support the currency.

We still can't underestimate the potential inflationary impact of ongoing currency depreciation,
which will further be complicated by the impact of higher oil prices due to the supply disruption
from Iran sanctions. If not in the next couple of months, we expect inflation to rear its head again,
thus keeping the RBI busy going forward. 

We continue to forecast one more 25bp RBI rate hike this year in the December meeting, and two
hikes in 2019.

Asia Economic Calendar

Source: ING, Bloomberg
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Key events in EMEA and Latam next week
In the week ahead, we expect central banks in Romania and Poland to
reiterate that their tightening paths are on hold for the remainder of
2018

Source: Shutterstock

National Bank of Romania to stay on hold at 2.50%
With inflation expected to fall towards the target band in the next couple of quarters and a general
dovish bias within the National Bank of Romania (NBR), we expect the central bank to stay on hold
for the remainder of this year, likely citing the need to assess the impact of both the previous
policy tightening as well as incoming data, after recent GDP growth figures surprised to the
downside.

At the same time, we are seeing the market consensus, which was tilted towards more aggressive
tightening, converging to our long standing call for a lower terminal rate between 3.25-3.50%. It
seems the NBR also expects CPI and interest rates to converge, meeting somewhere within this
range. Still, our latest reading of NBR rhetoric suggests overconfidence in achieving its inflation
goals, which might turn into over-complacence. We expect the key policy rate to converge towards
market rates, implying three more hikes from the NBR in 2019, of 25 basis points each. It's unlikely
that the NBR will commit to regular open market operations to accommodate the interbank
liquidity conditions, keeping more flexibility on liquidity management if needed to fend-off
currency depreciation pressures.
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Poland: Don't expect a change in rates anytime soon
We expect the Monetary Policy Council (MPC) to reiterate that interest rates should remain flat
through the end of 2019. The National Bank of Poland's President Adam Glapiński is likely to play
down recent increases in oil prices, given the supply-side character of the shock - thus remaining
out of the MPC's control.

Turkey: Inflation trending upwards
Inflation will remain on an uptrend as the Turkish lira's depreciation feeds through to prices quickly
and aggressively. Administrative price hikes, strength in cost-led price pressures and a
deterioration in inflation expectations - despite weaker domestic demand- will also push inflation
higher. We expect September inflation at 2.2%, which pulls the annual figure up to 19.7% from
17.9%.

Czech manufacturing PMI to slow further
The Czech Manufacturing PMI is likely to decelerate further towards 54 points in September, given
similar indicators in Germany and the eurozone. This is in line with an expected slowdown in
domestic industrial growth this year, so no surprise. Although industrial confidence stagnated in
September, based on a survey by the Czech Statistical Office, it still remains below the 2017
average.

EMEA and Latam Economic Calendar
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Click here to download a printer-friendly version of this table

https://think.ing.com/uploads/reports/2709EMEALatamCal.pdf
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